I. **CALIBRATE** - To standardize; bring into conformity with a standard by determining the deviation so as to ascertain the proper correction factors needed to adjust precisely for a particular function

II. **Recalibrate our Minds**:
   A. **Standard** - What is our Example?
   B. **Difference** - What is my Experience?
   C. **Conformity** - What do I Exchange?

III. **STANDARD** - Matt 6:9-10 - Jesus: EXAMPLE of Heaven
   A. **Your Kingdom come**
      1. Matt 4:17 - Jesus - Last Adam - “Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand.”
         a) **Repent** - metanoeo - To think differently, to change one’s way of life as the result of a complete change of thought and attitude.
      2. Luke 17:21 - The kingdom of God is within you
   B. **Your will be done on Earth as it is in Heaven** - His agenda
      1. John 6:38 38 For I have come down from heaven, not “to do” My own will, but (to do) the will of Him who sent Me.
      2. Eph 5:17 17 Therefore do not be unwise, but understand what the will of the Lord is.
         a) **Unwise** - aphron - Mindless, ignorant, foolish
         b) **Understand** - suniemi - To put together; To employ one’s capacity for understanding and thus to arrive at insight.
      3. 2 Cor 5:20 - Ambassadors for Christ
         a) **Ambassador** - presbeuo - To function as a representative of a ruling authority
      4. 1 Cor 3:9 - God’s fellow workers
         a) **Fellow workers** - sunergos
            (1) **sun** - Union, together with, companionship
            (2) **ergon** - To work, function, perform a task or assignment
      5. **Mark 16:20** - Working with and confirming the word
         a) **Working** - sunergeo - To engage in an activity with someone
         b) **Confirming** - bebaioo - To verify, make known as certain; back it up

IV. **Difference** - What is my EXPERIENCE?
   A. Example of heaven vs. my Experience

V. **Conformity** - What do I Exchange?
   A. Matt 16:17-19 - Church is the House of God or Gate of Heaven
1. **Mind** - Gatekeeper of the kingdom of God
   a) **Gate** - A place of transition or access
   
   (1) **Gates of Hell** - (Access points of Hell) - Our Minds

2. **Matt 16:19 AMP** 19 I will give you the keys of the kingdom of heaven; and whatever you bind (declare to be improper and unlawful) on earth must be what is already bound in heaven; and whatever you loose (declare lawful) on earth must be what is already loosed in heaven.

B. **Matt 16:21-23** - Peter opens the gate to the wrong thoughts
1. **Offense** - skandalon - Trap-stick; The stick or trigger of a trap; snare
2. **Mindful** - phroneo - To exercise the mind; entertain, to let one's mind dwell on, to keep thinking about, to fix one's attention on.
3. **Two agendas for our lives:**
   a) Kingdom of God & Kingdom of darkness - Empowered by our agreement.

C. **Col 3:2** 2 Set your mind on things above, not on things on the earth.
1. **Set** - phroneo - To exercise the mind; entertain, to let one's mind dwell on, to keep thinking about, to fix one's attention on.

D. **2 Cor 10:3-5** - The location of the gate of hell
1. **Ps 103:20** 20 Bless the Lord, you His angels, Who excel in strength, who do His word, Heeding the voice of His word.